The method was evaluated by an external peer review panel, which concluded that ''EPA has not made the case that its proposed analytical method can reliably discriminate background dust from dust contaminated with WTC residue'' (http://www.epa.gov/wtc/panel/pdfs/oppelt_letter_ 112905.pdf). LMLL disagree with the peer review panel. Stating that ''y it was important that the lessons learned in the process of developing and validating the slag wool signature method be made available to our scientific colleagues and appropriate public authorities should a similar emergency arise again'' implies that LMLL consider the method to be suitable for use in a comparable emergency situation in its present state of development.
LMLL appear to rely only on visual inspection of the data displayed in their Figure 3 . They note considerable interlaboratory variation. (''The data indicate large inter-laboratory variations.'') We observe that there is also substantial intra-lab variability. Results from three of the labs (E, F and G) failed quality control requirements and the results from these labs were found to be statistically different from the other five labs (US EPA (2006) and Rosati et al. (2008) ). Overall, the variability in the method as demonstrated in the inter-laboratory study was not sufficient to justify its use in a large, expensive field study.
The error bars referred to by LMLL contribute to the difficulty in interpreting the results. The sentence ''Error bars for slag wool analyses are based on the 95% Poisson distribution, as described in the International Standard Organization (ISO) Method 14966 (2002) for the analysis of asbestos,'' is problematic because: (1) the phrase ''95% Poisson distribution'' does not refer to a statistic and therefore lacks meaning; and (2) Method 14966 is intended for the measurement of asbestos in air and requires that an asbestos fiber count be adjusted by the volume of air examined to obtain a final measurement result. No information is provided about the calculation to obtain the error bars in units of slag wool fibers per gram shown in Figure 3 . This is important since in the Poisson model, the mean and variance of the number of fibers observed are directly proportional to the amount of dust examined. Allowing the amount of dust examined to vary introduces an extraneous source of variability into the count data, which in turn increases overall uncertainty. In the inter-lab study, inconsistent control of the amount of dust examined was an apparent problem that contributed to overall estimates of method variability.
The statement that ''The 5% and 10% USGS samples are clearly distinguishable from the remaining samples in all cases'' is arguable since there is an apparent overlap of the error bars for many of the 5% USGS samples and even a few of the 10% USGS samples with the error bars in the other samples.
We also note that LMLL suggest relationships between contaminants such as asbestos and lead and an inferred WTC dust contribution that have not been demonstrated. There is no analytical support for suggesting that ''yit should be possible to estimate an upper limit'' for other contaminants based on an ''inferred WTC dust contribution''.
Following the guidance of the WTCETRP, EPA developed a signature measurement method and conducted an inter-laboratory study to evaluate the method. Review by an external expert panel indicated the method had potential but concluded it was not sufficiently developed to serve as the basis for the large survey under consideration. We offer the following as lessons learned from the effort to develop the slag wool measurement method: (1) This method requires additional development to be effective as an indicator that would serve as a critical measurement in an important field survey; (2) samples taken in areas unaffected by the WTC collapse can have elevated levels of slag wool so that careful consideration of possible explanations for elevated measurements is imperative; (3) labs using the method must maintain tight control over the amount of dust examined to arrive at a slag wool concentration value for a given sample of dust.
